Abstract. In this paper, we show that the bifurcation diagrams of nite di erence semidiscretizationsof certain dissipativeparabolicpartial di erential equations can be well approximatedby their approximate inertial forms AIFs when a set of second-order, L 2 -orthogonal incremental unknowns is used.
Introduction
Inertial-multigrid-algorithm is proposed for the long time approximation of solutions of dissipative systems because it o ers exibility and better stability which results in a better e ciency cf. 3 , 6 , 17 and references therein. Suppose that V is the solution space of the di erential equation and V h is the approximate solution space under standard nite di erence. In the cases that the dimension of V h has to be very large to describe the ne structure of the solution, the inertialmultigrid-algorithm can be used to save the CPU time and or the memory. T h e scheme is based on decomposing V h into V h = P h Q h ; where P h corresponds to a coarse grid approximation of V and Q h is the complement o f P h containing only short-wavelength components cf. 4 and 5 . Hence for any u h 2 V h ; one can decompose u h into u h = y h + z h ;
where y h 2 P h approximates the long-wavelength part of the solution and z h 2 Q h approximates the short-wavelength part of the solution. Following the theory of inertial manifolds, the short-wavelength component z h carries only a small part AMS subject classi cations: 35A40, 65M06. 1 of the total energy, therefore, some terms involving z h can be neglected. The motivation of the scheme can be best described as that in the cases that extremely ne grids are r equired for the numerical simulation, one can take into account the e ect of small scale terms in an e cient way, instead of simply adding more mesh points. This reasoning leads to the inertial multigrid algorithm: A primary advantage of this algorithm is that it provides V h -accuracy with P h -computational complexity, and has better numerical stability properties than a direct discretization using V h cf. 6 . Numerical results obtained by 2 con rmed that the algorithm indeed provides V h -accuracy when used to simulate the solution of reaction di usion equations in one-, two-, and three-space dimensions and when used on the onedimensional Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
In this paper, we study the bifurcation diagram of the scheme and compare it with that of the underlying continuous problem and that of the standard nite di erence scheme. In practice, this means examining the numerical method for a large range of physical parameters at once rather than just looking at convergence for a xed set of parameters. Thus, this analysis aims toward proving convergence to a bifurcation diagram rather than to a single solution. As an example, we will study the inertial multigrid algorithm for the reaction-di usion equation and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
A new set of incremental unknowns, which i s L 2 -orthogonal and second-order, is used in our study. F or a one-dimensional problem on = a; b with zero Dirichlet boundary condition we s e t h = b , a=N + 1 w h e r e N = 2 n + 1. Suppose u i approximates the solution ux at mesh points x i , where x i = a+ih and 1 i N, so the unknowns are u h = u 1 ; ; u N T 2 R N . The new set of incremental unknowns is de ned by p i = 1 4 u 2i,1 + 2 u 2i + u 2i+1 ; i = 1 ; : : : ; n ; q i = 1 4 ,u 2i,2 + 2 u 2i,1 , u 2i ; i = 1 ; : : : ; n + 1 ;
where p i is an average value of ux in the neighborhood of x = x 2i and q i is an increment o f ux in the neighborhood of x = x 2i,1 . If one expands q i at x 2i,1
by T aylor's formula and assumes the solution ux is smooth, it is easy to see that q i = Oh 2 and in which sense that we s a y this set of incremental unknowns is second-order.
Let P h and Q h be subspaces of R N where P h = u h 2 R 2n+1 , u 2i,2 + 2 u 2i,1 , u 2i = 0 ; i = 1 ; : : : ; n + 1 ;
Q h = u h 2 R 2n+1 u 2i,1 + 2 u 2i + u 2i+1 = 0 ; i = 1 ; : : : ; n :
1.2
Since P h is de ned by n+1 linearly independent constraints, dim P h = N,n+1 = n. L i k ewise, dim Q h = n + 1. One can also show t h a t P h and Q h are orthogonal to each other since for any y h 2 P h and z h 2 Q h 2 hy h ;
according to the zero boundary conditions. Hence R N = P h Q h is a L 2 -orthogonal decomposition.
In section 2, we will show that for any u h = u 1 ; : : : ; u 2n+1 T 2 R N , there is an unique decomposition u h = y h + z h where y h 2 P h depends only on p = p 1 ; : : : ; p n T and z h 2 Q h depends only on q = q 1 ; : : : ; q n+1 T . W e therefore say that the incremental unknowns de ned in 1.1 is L 2 -orthogonal.
Comparing with the existing incremental unknowns, one nds that the waveletlike incremental unknowns is L 2 -orthogonal, but of rst-order only; and the secondorder incremental unknown is second-order, but not L 2 -orthogonal cf. 5 . The advantages of this set of incremental unknowns comes with a price which is that the inverse transform of 1.1 is not local anymore, which means that for any g i v en p and q, one has to solve a system of linear equations to nd the corresponding u h .
The paper is organized is the following way. In section two, we will introduce general space decompositions based on nite di erence semidiscretizations and derive the AIF based on that decomposition. In section 3 we p r o ve that the primary bifurcation values of the AIF are the same as those of the original nite di erence scheme. Finally, in section 4, we will present the bifurcation diagrams of the discretized reaction-di usion equation and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
General space decompositions
We consider evolution equations of the form
where V is a Hilbert space possibly in nite dimensional, ut is the unknown function, A is a symmetric possibly unbounded linear operator on V, a n d F is a nonlinear operator on V.
Assuming that there exists a convergent nite di erence semidiscretization for this problem, one can approximate 2.1 by a system of ordinary di erential equa- We n o w show that formula 2.5 de nes a unique decomposition of u with respect to R N = P Q , that is, we s h o w that for any p 2 R n and q 2 R n+1 , T ,1 V p 2 P and T ,1 W q2 Q . Notice that P = u j W T u = 0 ; Q = u j V T u = 0 :
For any p 2 R n , l e t v = V V T V ,1 p, o n e c a n c heck t h a t V p = T vand W T v = 0 w h i c h implies that v = T ,1 V p 2 P . The proof for T ,1 W q2 Q proceeds analogously.
Remark 2.1. Since V T W = 0 a n d W T V = 0, the columns of V and W are a basis of P and Q respectively. Therefore, for any u 2 R N one can nd uniquep 2 R n , q 2 R n+1 with u = Vp + Wq. for the algorithm to be numerically e cient, W T AW has to be well conditioned.
Since space Q is used to approximate the high modes of the eigenspace of A, w e c a n expect W T AW is well conditioned. In the examples considered in section 4 we c a n prove that 0 1 jqj 2 h AWq; Wqi 2 jqj 2 which results condW T AW = 2 = 1 being bounded from above b y a constant w h i c h does not depend on h. 
Numerical Results
The software package AUTO designed for the computation of bifurcation diagrams is used. In principle, it su ces to provide AUTO with the right hand side of the equation as input and AUTO will compute the diagram. However, since not only selected solutions but entire families of solutions must be computed for the diagram, the number of degrees of freedom of the system has to remain moderate due to memory limitation. For example, it is often not possible to deal with systems with several hundreds of degrees of freedom cf 7 .
Assume now w e w ant to obtain the bifurcation diagram of a certain nite difference semidiscretization 2.3 for some xed number N of grid nodes. If N is prohibitively large, we h a ve t wo c hoices. Firstly, w e could just replace the grid by some coarser grid, that is, reduce N to some n N . H o wever, any e s s e n tial information which cannot be resolved by the coarser grid would get lost. Secondly, we could reduce the number of degrees of freedom by replacing 2.3 by some AIF 
